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LOVING JESUS, LOVING PEOPLE, PLOWING A COUNTER-CULTURE 
 
TEXT: 1 Samuel 18–20 
MAIN IDEA: We show Christ to the world through the quality of our friendships.  

LEADERS: 

• We are assembling a team of ladies to help a woman in our church who is in need. This is a 
tremendous opportunity to show God’s love to a sister in Christ. The commitment would be once 
every few weeks in Wayne. Please contact Pastor Doug if you’d like more details: 
doug.becker@emergencenj.org. 

• SPRING FEST is an outreach event that we are having on April 9, and we are in need of volunteers. 
If you’d like to pitch in so that you can make an impact for the gospel on the people living in our 
community, go to our digital bulletin and sing up!! 

• Baptism is available both in-person and online. See the digital bulletin for details. 
 

GETTING STARTED: 

• Watch this week’s Community Extras Video. 
• Icebreaker: Who in your group has had the longest friendship? 
• Opener: What is something that stood out to you from the sermon? 

 
 
This week, both campuses heard a sermon on friendship. In Ringwood this was preached by Ryan 
Franey, our campus pastor there, and in Totowa we heard from Pastor Steve. Both messages 
gleaned insights from David’s relationship with Jonathan, the son of Israel’s first king, Saul. Their 
friendship is sketched out in 1 Samuel 18–20. 

See if someone would like to summarize what is going on at this place in 1 Samuel. 

Leaders, here are some key points: 

• The twelve tribes of Israel have sought out a king so that they can be like the other 
nations around them. 

• God gave them a king “like the nations,” and his name was Saul. 
• Although he had an impressive physical stature, Saul’s kingship was a train wreck, as he 

failed to follow the Lord and instead horded power in order to enrich himself. 
• In response, God commanded that David, a humble shepherd boy, be anointed king. 
• Having been made famous from his slaying of the Philistine giant Goliath, David became 

more and more popular among the people, making Saul very jealous. 
• At the same time, a strong friendship is developed between David and Saul’s son, 

Jonathan. 
• This week’s sermons are based on several aspects of their friendship. 
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  If you were to ask the average person on the street, what are Christians “known for,” 
what would they say? How does this relate to the topic of friendship? 

Read John 13:34–35 

  What does Jesus say that his followers should be known for, and why do people in our 
culture not see that in us? 

Read 1 Samuel 18:1–4. 

  In the Ringwood sermon, Ryan noted that David and Jonathan’s friendship was rooted in a 
shared passion. Both men stood strong in the Lord in the midst of fierce danger—David in his well-
known confrontation with Goliath and Jonathan in a gorilla-style attack on the Philistines recorded 
in 1 Samuel 14:1–23. Why might it be difficult for Christians to find commonality centered around 
the Lord and our gospel-centered mission? 

 What can you do to put Christ closer to the center of your relationships with other believers? 

Read 1 Samuel 19:1–6. 

 Here we see that Jonathan’s loyalty to David outweighs his allegiance to his own household. 
What about Jonathan’s situation makes this more impressive than a typical display of loyalty? 

 In his sermon, Pastor Steve emphasized Jonathan’s willingness to warn his friend when he 
was in danger. Why is this sometimes very difficult to do? Can you think of examples of things 
friends should warn friends about? 

Read 1 Samuel 19:4–7. 

Leaders: In this passage, Jonathan gets Saul to swear that David will not be put to death. Bear in mind that 
this is a hollow vow, and that Saul does a complete 180º turn on it as the story unfolds. 

 Here we see how Jonathan seeks to make peace between his friend, David, and his angry 
father, Saul. Why should you care about your friend’s relationship with other people? Isn’t their 
friendship with you all that matters? 

David and Jonathan decide to test Saul’s heart by seeing how Saul reacts to David’s absence at an 
important feast. When Jonathan explains the reason for David’s absence, Saul responds as follows: 

Read 1 Samuel 20:30–33. 

 From Jonathan’s perspective, what is the cost of his friendship with David? 
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  What sacrifices are we called to make for the sake of friendship? Are they worth it? Why 
or why not? 

When it becomes clear that Saul will not turn from his murderous intent towards David, David 
must go into hiding. Here is the scene when he and Jonathan say goodbye to one another: 

Read 1 Samuel 20:41–42. 

  Here it is evident that David and Jonathan are able to be extremely vulnerable with one 
another. What are some barriers to vulnerability in friendships, and how should they be overcome? 

 Read John 15:12–14. 

  What difference does it make that Jesus calls us his “friends”? 

  How does Jesus display the various aspects of friendships that we discussed today? 

 

PRAYER TIME 

Praise God for the friends he has given us, and pray that he would help us to reflect him in those 
relationships. 

Pray for the relationships in which you need to be a better friend to others. 

 


